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In some places, such as the Lake Superior district, with its iron and
copper, a mineral region presents almost the gentle relief of a peneplain,
but folded rocks within the gently rounded hills still show that moun-
tains of rugged relief once existed here.
Mineral fuels, unlike most of the metals, are found in plains or low-
lands, as well as in rugged regions. Coal is mined extensively in Illinois
and Ohio as well as among the hills of western Pennsylvania. Among
mountains, such as those of eastern Pennsylvania, the coal has occasionally
been so folded, heated, and pressed that it is changed from the soft, bitu-
minous form to the hard form known as anthracite.
Petroleum occurs almost entirely in regions where there has been
little disturbance of the rocks. The world's great oilfields are often found
in plains like those of California, Oklahoma, and Mexico. If the rocks
are much fractured, the petroleum with the accompanying natural gas
is almost sure to escape.
Stages of Mining Industries
(1) Prospecting. The influence of metals upon the geographical dis-
tribution of human activities is exerted in two distinct ways. One is
connected with the work of discovering and mining them, and therefore
is located mainly in mountainous and other remote parts of the world.
The other is connected with their use, and therefore is located mainly in
the most advanced industrial regions. The work of discovering where
metallic ores are located is called prospecting. Even in these days of
modern science it still is often carried on by solitary men who wander
for months among the mountains. Even in highly civilized regions, such
as Arizona or Montana, one may still meet an unkempt, unshaven pros-
pector driving donkeys laden with a camp outfit, or perhaps with samples
of rock to be "assayed" or tested. For months he has been camping alone
and spending his days prowling among the mountains in search of rock
that looks like good ore. Now and again he leaves a "location" paper "in
an empty tin can on the end of an upright stick, to declare that he claims
a particular location. If the ore there proves valuable, he will file the
necessary documents with the government.
The lonely and often dangerous life of the prospector makes him
hardy and resourceful. He is so glad to see a new face that he is extremely
open-hearted and hospitable not only to his comrades, but even to
strangers. In spite of these good traits, prospectors rarely prosper. All
their dangers and hardships seldom result in riches, or even in a good liv-
ing. One trouble is that on their rare visits to town they usually waste
their* money on gambling and dissipation. Another is that, when they
make a real find, money comes so easily that they promptly spend it^

